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れる｡ Minoura and Nakata (1994)より改変して引用｡
図版Ⅴ : 1923年カムチャツカ半島沖津波による堆積物の粒度分析結果｡内陸
側への緩やかな細粒化と2モード分布様式が認められる｡ Minoura et al. (1996)
より改変して引用｡

















再来周期　Discovery of 869 16gan tsurLamideposit and























に関わったとされ(Marinatos′ 1939′Antiquity, V･ 13′ p･ 425-439; Marinatos′ 1968′
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した(Minoura et aL 1996′ Sed. Geol.′ 帆 106′ p･ 145-154)｡堆積物を津波の痕跡
であると判断する極めて重要な手段として,粒度分析が挙げられる｡粒度組成
を解明する手法には様々考案されているが,流体の運搬を考慮する限りにおい













































に一致しており,力学的評価の意義が強調された(Minoura etal･′ 1997′ Geology,
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20-40cm′40-60cm′ ･ ･ ･)に区画して行ったので,各区画の中央(斜面下
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での水流量を計算できる｡ある時刻の水位をh (m),流速をV (m/S) ,水路の
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Sediments and Sedimentology of Tsunamis
l ntro ductio A
Coastalzones have been criticalas sites of biologiCalevolution and
diversi丘cadonthroughPhanerozoictime･Ashuman dvilizabon developed′
people expandedtheir livingareaand began to culhvate coastal regions･Alter
the industrialrevolubon, human activityin coastal regions increased′and today
theyarethe site of major industrialand other developments on which many
people dep-d fortheir livelihood･ Coastaltopography and sedimentation in
coastalzones have generally been considered to be unchanglng･ However,
historiCalrecordsand recent observations of catastrophic events showthat
coasts are subject to sudden environmentalchange･ Recent sdenhfic studies
have revealed significant, dramatic changes caused by catastrophic events such
as tsunamiSand large storms, which inundate coastal zoneswith seawater･
Tsunamis in parbcularoften have an enormous effect onthe coastal
environment causing extensive damage to structures′ crops, and watercraft,
slgnificant modi丘cation of coastaltopography, and destrucbon of ecosystems･
A tsunami isthe movement of a large water mass caused bythe rapid
displacement of the sea bottom･ Submarine earthquakesand landslides arethe
maJor triggers of tsunamis; volcanic erup也ons and asteroid impacts are minor
causes･ For example,the 1755 Lisbon Earthquake Tsunami is one of the most
famous historiCalearthquake tsunami disasters･ Giant waves 10 to 30 meters
highinundatedthe Portuguese coast, wherethe earthquake and tsunami
together were responsible for about 60′000 casualbes･ The tsunamialso traveled
acrossthe A也antic Ocean, andthe wave was six meters highwhen it hitthe
Caribbean coast. Atypical instance of a submarine-landslide tsunami isthe
Storegga Slide Tsunami, which struckthe westem coasts of Europe about 7,000
years ago･ This tsunami was a result of the sudden retreat of the ice sheet onthe
scan血navian Peninsula (Bondevik et al.′ 1997)′ which caused血e conbnental
slope inthe NorthSea to collapse･ Eightthousand years ago,the crustal asperity
of the Scandinavian Peninsula was as much as 250 meters because of the
recovery of isostasy after ice-sheet retreat･ The isostatic uplift isthought to have
causedthe glacialdeposits onthe con血ental slope to losetheir stability, and a
sudden slope failure probably generatedthe large tsunami･ Explosive volcanic
activitysometimes causes a huge depression to formonthe sea bottom, and
people have experiencedthe resulting disastrous tsunamis at least twice - after
the eruphons of Thera (Santorini) inthe Aegean Sea and Krakatau in the Sunda
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Seat The 1883 volcanic explosion of Krakatau caused two-thirds of the island to
disappear underthe sea,and triggered a 351meter-hightsunami･ Morethan
36,000 People losttheir lives･ The impact of the tsunami was feltaroundthe
world; an anomalous bde due tothe tsunami was observed even bythe
mareograph in hgland･ An asteroid impact might have causedthe greatest
tsunamiever on Earth･Althoughrare instances are known of tsunamis
generated by血e impact of a meteodte′血e magnitudes of血ese cases are
usually not comparable tothose of earthquake or volcano tsunamis. However, it
isthoughtthatthe impact of a meteorite generatedthe greatest tsunami in
Earth fs history aroundthe end of the Cretaceous and the beginmng of the
Terhary periods (the K/T boundary), about 65 million years ago. The diameter
of the meteorite is eshmated to have been about ten kilometers, andthe
collision velodtywas probably about 30 kilometers per second･ The meteorite
hit at Chicxulub onthe YucatanPenlnsula, and agiant crater 180 kilometers in
diameter was formed･ The mean sea level duringthe Late Cretaceous was 200
meters higher払an at present (Haq etal･′ 1981)′ sothe collision point is
esbmated to have been under the sea surface, and也e impact would have
caused a huge tsunami･ Tsunami deposits up to severalmetersthick have been
idendfied onthe gulf coast of Mexico (Bourgeois etal.′ 1988) and in
nor払eastem Brazil (Albertao and Martins. 1996)･ Fujimotoand lmamura (1997)
and Matsui etal. (2002) carried out a numeriCalreconstruction of the K/T
impact tsunami･ The computed wave height was as much as 300 meters on血e
NorthAmeriean coast, and over 100 meters alongthe coasts of NorthAfricaand
Westem EurDPe･ Tsunami waves propagated eastward and westward fromthe
point of impactand encountered each other inthe Indian Ocean 28 hours later.
The Pacific Rm isthe criticaltsunami hazard region, because of the many
subducbon zones inthe region･ Submarine earthquakes triggered nine out of
ten tsunamis duringthe past 200 years (lmamura, 1996), andalmostall of these
earthquakes occurred in subduc也on zones along plate boundaries･ A large
tsunamiwith a wave height exceeding severaltens of meters may cause tens of
thousands of casualties and significant property　damage, such asthe
destruC也on of watercraft, harbor buildings′and crops･ In recent years′ coastal
zones have become highly developed′　but fortunately　血ey have not
experienced great tsunamis･ However, serious damage would ensue should a
future tsunamistrike such coasts before any countermeasures have been taken.
The plaming of the countermeasure for tsunamis in future is essential to save
propertyand lives sothatthe assessment orriskanalysis should be carried by
evaluatingthe tsunami frequencyand esbmating probable damage･Although
some documentahon to es也matethe frequency and know historical events is
available in Japanand limited area,this is not enoughto evaluate it and
prehistoric one too･ The geologiCalstudy of sediment transport and deposition
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by tsunamis can pmvide such knowledge.
Tsunamis have great hydrodymamic energy and have distinctive
hydrodynamic effects on coastal reglOnS･ Recent geological studies have shown
that a record of a tsunamiinundabon of a coast is preserved in tsunami deposits･
Tsunamis transport large amounts of marine water and sediments inland, and
seawater and sand invade coastallakes and marshes. Moreover, tsunamis often
move masses of rocks (Imamura et al･′ 2001)′ fo-ing great onshore mounds or
submarine bars･ To interpIでt Such tsunami records and esbmatetheir ages, we
must idenbfyand study tsunami deposits･ For example, multiple marine sand
d甲OSits found in excavations along血e coast of nor払east Japan suggest血at
repeated prehistoric and historic tsunami inundations affected die development
of the coastalplainthroughoutthe late Holocene (Minoura and Nakaya, 1991).
However,the mechanisms of materialtransport - indudingthe accumulation of
thick mounds of marine sand and large-scale movement of huge rocks - by
tsunamis are stillunclear･ Moreover,the topographic and geologic effects of
tsunami sedimentabon have never been fully considered′ andthe technological
evalua也on of tsunami sedimentabonfromthe vleWPOint of the impact on
people and disaster planming is still insuffieient･ It hasalso been houghtthat
earth-sdence methods cannot be applied tothe study of tsunamideposits･ In
this context, many sdentists, engineers, and historiographers have recently
started coordinated studies onthe recognibon of tsunami deposits and on
tsunami-induced material transport and environmental　modification･
Interdisdplinary studies of tsunami sedimentabonwill bothclarify tsunami
material　transport mechanisms and establish criteria for dleOrebcal
understanding of the role of tsunamis inthe development of coastaltopography･
The results of hese studies will be applied to actualtsunami events,andwill
enablethe spedfic disaster assessment offuture tsunami inundations･
Background information on tsunamis
Tsunamisare a kind of wave motion generated by geophysical phenomenon･
When some external force such as an undersea earthquake, submarine landslide,
volcanic explosion, or meteorite impact distutbs an oceanic area′the sea surface
moves up or down temporarily･ This surface deformation is transmitted out of
the area of origin as a tsunamiuntil it finally reaches a coast･ Frequently, itruns
up on land･ The height of a tsunami may be only several meters in me wave
source area, but it increases predpitously inthe vidnityOf a shore side due to
shoaling and refracbon effects′ in some cases by several tens of meters′
becoming a giant wave′ which can cause sedous damage to血e coastal
environment･ Tsunamis are characterized by very long wavelengthS′ renecting
the spatialcharacterisbcs of the disturbed area, which canrange from tens of
kilometers to severalhundred kilometers･ Its long wavelengthgives a tsunami
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its parhdlarcharacteriS也cs, and is responsible for various features of tsunami
propagation･ This sequence of wave generation, propagation, andrun-up, lS
called a tsunami.
Tsunami means "harbor wave" in Japanese･ This name originates fromthe
observa也onthat tsunamis are usually not distinctive inthe deep ocean′ but
surge deeply and cause heavy damage on a coast espedally harbor or bay･
Tsunamis were once called I'seismic sea waves" becausealmostall observed
tsunamisfollowed upon earthquakes･ "Tsunami;. which places emphasis onthe
coastalbehavior, is a more appropriate namethan seismic sea wave, because
tsunamis can result from nonseismic triggers･
Like earthquakes′ tspnamis are classified according totheir magnitude･ The
most famous scale isthat oflmamura and Iida (Iida, 1958) (Table 1)･ Various
parameters such as period and wave height arealso used to describe tsunamiS
(Figure 1). The period of a tsunamiis equalto die bme required for two
successive wave crests 也 pass a fixed point and depends on血e sea dep血at血e
tsunamisource. Atypicalearthquake tsunami has a period of ten minutes to
severaltens of minutes; on rare occasions, for example,the 1960 Chilean
Earthquake Tsunami in Japan, it exceeds 60 minutes･ The wave height of a
tsunami isthe ver也cal difference betweenthe wave crest andthe wave trough･
The tsunami height isthe difference betweenthe reference water level andthe
tsunami wave crest.Asa tsunamitravels fmmthe open sea to a shallow coast,
血e wavelength becomes shorter and也e wave height is ampli鮎d owing to血e
decreasing in propagation velodty･ When a tsunamiruns up on land,the height
of払e trace or run-up is iden組ed by field inves也ga也on･ The elevabon of a
discoloration line on a building or of drift sand on a slope is calledthe trace
height. Therun-up height isthe eleva也on of the most landward point of the
inundation area rela也ve tothe reference sea level. The trace height is generally
equivalent totherun-up height･ V血ous reference sea levels are used′ most
commonly mean sea level (M･S･L･) or sea level atthe bme of tsunami attack･
Figtlre 1 ･ DefiJitions of common tstmaml ParameterS･
Nine out of ten tsunamis of the past 200 years were triggered by submarine
earthquakes (lmamura1 1996)･ Manytheorebcalstudies have describedthe
hydrodynamic rela也onship between a tsunami and sea-bottom displacement･
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The deformation of the sea bottom is direcdy re瓜ected bythe sea-surface
displacement, which propagates outward from the source as a tsunami･ It is
easy to predictthatthe magnitude of a tsunami is proporhonal tothat of the
triggering earhquake･ In fact,the mathemabcalrela也onship betweenthe
tsunami magnitude m andthe earthquake magnitude M has been described as
follows (Iida, 1963).
m = 2.61M-18.44
The sea-bottom displacement can be calculated from eight fault parameters,
such as fault length,width, and depth(Mansinha and Smylie′ 1971)･ α course′
some of these parameters a柁also related to earthquake magnitude･ The
magnitude of an earthquake, its hypocentrallocabonand dqpdl, andthe
direcbon of displacement can nowadays be es也mated fI｡m Observabonal data
onthe seismic waves. If the sea-bottom deformation is large andthe breaking
bme iswithinseveralminutes,the deformation is considered to be a
momentary phenomenon for tsunami generabon･ Therefore′ assuming thatthe
sea-surface deformation is equalto sea-bottom displacement′the propagabon
of a tsunami can be numeriCally computed by using shallow watertheory･
Recendythe dynamic effect of the fault motion onthe tsunami genera也on has
been researched by Olmachi etal･ (2001)･
Generally'a tsunamihasthe characterisdcs of a long wave′ except atthe
wave source or near land･ The long-wave approximabon holds under
condibons whe,ethe horizontal scale of the wave is large comparedwiththe
water depth･ Wlthlarge tsunamisthat.cause disasters, horizontalsea-bottom
displacement ranges from tens to hundreds of kilometers′ andthe resulhng
tsunami has a wave height on血e order of several meters･ According to血e
long-wave approxima也on,血e verbcalaccelerabon is much smallerthanthe
accelerabon of gravity, sothe pressure is similar tothat of still water･ Because
the pressure does not varywithdepth,the horizontalmovement does not






where h isthe water elevabon relative tothe still-water level and u isthe current




This equabon is a dassical1-dimensional wave equahon, andthe water
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elevahon h travels inthe ± x direcbons atthe propagation velodtyC･ Thus,the
propagahon velodtyof a long wave depends only on water depth･ For example,
when a tsunami travelsthrougha 4′000-meter-deep sea,the propagabon
velodtyis around 200 meters per second, approximatelythe speed of a jet plane･
The goveming equabon (') becomes
77l =fl(X-Ct), T72 =f2(X+Ct)
where bothfl andf2 are arbitrary func也ons･ These can substitute intothe first
equations･
u. -if.(X-Ct), u2 --if2(X･Ct)
Therefore, the current velodtyu is
u-b7Jf･
The velodty is verbcally uniform′ meaning large shear stress even on a
bottom which causes a large sedimentabon･ For instance′ when a tsunamiwith
an amplitude of 1 meter and a propagabon velodtyof 200 meters per second
travelsthrougha 4,000lmeter-deep sea,the current velodtyis only 5
ccntimeters per second･ Therefore,althoughthe surface oscillation propagates
quickly,the water parhdes move slowly･ The long-wave approximation is not
applicable whenthe tsunami reaches a shallow seal Then′the propaga也on
velodtydecreases, and he current velodtyincreases･ The intervals between
wave trains become narrow, andthe tsunami wave height inc陀aSeS･ This
phenomenon is refe汀ed to as血e shallow water defo-ation･ When血e
propagabon and current velocities become equal′ the wave breaks･
The direction of travel of a tsunamiis refracted bythe submarine
topography, becausethe propagabon velodty of a tsunamidq,ends onthe
water depth. The propagation velodtyC is proportionalto血e square root of
the water depth, so in a deep sea′the wave front travels faster thanin a shallow
sea. Therefore,the wave front of the tsunami approachesthe coast parallel to
isobathymetric lines･ For this reason,the energy of a tsunamiconverges on a
projechng coastal feature such as a cape･ Refractionand shallow water
defomation causes血e wave height of血e tsunami to inαease･ A tsunami is
reflected by anundulating sea bottom or wherethe sea depthchanges sharply,
but if the rabo of the water depth tothe wavelength is much largerthanthe rate




where i isthe wavelength and h isthe water depth･ Addibonally, diffrac也on
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Occurs when a tsunami passes nearanisland or cape･ Reflecbon and diffrachon
affectthewidthofthe tsunami(measured perpendicularto its direcbon of
propaga也on) andthe wave height at払e coast･When a tsunamienters a bay, a
fIでe Or Proper oscillation (seiche) is induced･ The waterllevel changewithina
bay has been calculated for common condi丘ons by many plOneenng Studies･
The increase inthe tsunami height caused by a free (or proper) oscillation
dq)ends onthe bay's shape; it is espedally marked in V-shaped bays･
Furthermore, if the natural resonant period of the bay andthe period of the
inddent tsunamiare equal′thentheamplitude of血e oscillation increases
slgnificandy･ Inthis way, a tsunami changes its shape as it propagates and
induces othertypes of wave motions as it approaches a shore･
Tsunamisrun up on and inundatethe land･ Because of their long wave
period′the duration of the water levelrise gets longer, -dthe inundation uea
widens. The tsunami height may exceed several tens of meters when it
encounters land, andtherun-up process is complicated by topography and
surface vegetation･ On aflat coastalplain,the horizontal extent of inundation
perpendicular to血e coas山ne may exceed several hundred meters or even
severalkilometers. Tsunamis wash away sandbars and dunes and flood back
marshes･ The energy of a tsunami converges inthe head of a bay, andthe free
(or proper) oscillationthat is induced increasesthe tsunami's height, allowing it
to inundate land at higher elevations･
Researd1 0m tSunami deposits
A Greek archaeologist, Marinatos (1939), may have been the first person to
describe tsunami deposits in his work on deposits related to a Minoan volcanic
event. He found血at血e floors of Minoan ruins were covered by a血ick layer of
marine sand, on top of which lay a layer of seabome pumice from Thera, and he
hypothesizedthat a destrucdve tsunami caused bythe Thera erup也On had
stmck血e Aegean Sea coast of Crete･ Geologists began to study tsunami
deposits inthe 1960s afterthe 1960 Chilean Earthquake Tsunami (e･g･, Kon'no,
1961)′ andthe number of researchers has increased significandy sincethe late
1980S. Substa血alinves也gabons have revealed tsunami deposits mosdy in
coastalregionsalong active margins (Figure 2)･ Considerable knowledge of
tsunami sedimentabon and of血e structures of tsunami deposits has been
obtained. Here, We classifythe previous studies of tsunami sedimentation into
two categories according to our knowledge of the hydrodynamic processes of
血e bunami events.
Observed tsunamiS -We have a great dealof data from sdentific observa也on
of tsunamis sincethe 1800S. Most recent tsunamis are included inthis category･
Unobserved tsunamis - We have less hydrodynamic information on
unobserved tsunamis.Almostall historic and prehistoric tsunamis are induded
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inthis category･
Many geologists have studied sediments d甲OSited by undbseⅣed tsunamis
because prehistoric sedimentary eventsare one subject of geological study･
AlthoughgeologiCalstudies of tsunami layers preserved in stratigraphic
sections are informative′ tsunamisedimentabon cannot be interpreted only on
the basis of the results of studies of unobserved tsunamis. We do notknow
exacdythe sedimentabon transport by tsunamis because tsunamis take place
acddentally･ Detailed sdenbfic invesbga也ons of sediment transport by
observed tsunamis for whichthe locabons aLnd triggers are well-knownare
indispensable for darifyingthe idenbfication of the triggers andthresholds of
sedimentabon by tsunamiS (Shiki etal･′ 2000)･ Furthermore, sedimentologiCal
interpretations of dqposits laid down by observed tsunamis tend to be
uncontroversial,･thus′the results of field observa也ons arefundamentalto
tsunami studies･ Inthe next secbon′therefore, we provideanoverview of
tsunami sedimentabon by referring to examples from observed tsunamis･
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Figure 2･ Sites of tsumideposits fotnd and idendfied during the last 20 years classified according to
their origin. Modified from Bourgeois and Minoura (1997).
Sedimentary environments of tsunami deposits
Tsunami deposits can be classiaed intothreetypes according totheir
sedimentary environment - onshore, lacustrine, and submarine tsunami
deposits･
Onshore tsunamideposits
Onshore tsunami deposits have been well invesbgated sincethe 1960S. Here,
we describe some examples from studies of onshore tsunamidqposits, andthen
summarizethe common characteriS也cs ofthistype･
(1) The 1960 Chilean Earthquake Tsunami inundated血e coastal plain of
south-centralChilewithrun-up heights of 5 to 10 metersand caused
widespread erosion and deposition･ The tsunami deposited a sand sheet, which
waswidely distributed over suprabdalsurfaces･ The tsunami depositthins
from morethan1 meter to O12 centimeters over a distance of 0.6 kilometer, and
fines dramatically away from　the sediment source, from gravel to
predominandy fine sand (Bourgeoisand Reinhardt, 1989)I
(2) The 1960 Chilean Earthquake Tsunamialso struckthe northeastem coast
of Japanwith a wave height of up to 5 meters･ Kon′no (1961) iden也fied tsunami
deposits at many coastallocales in Japan, induding some deposits morethan
100 meters inland fromthe beachridge･ The dq,osits were composed mosdy of
graded beds of siltand fine sand･ The maximumthickness of the tsunami
d甲OSit was 25 cm･
(3) Deposits fromthe 1992 Flores (Indonesia) Earthquake Tsunami weI℃
iden也fied as con也nuous or disconbnuous sheets of sediments composed of gray
medium sand near血e coast and of gray丘ne gray sand far払er inland. The
deposits ranged inthickness from O･01 to O･5 meter (Shi et al･′ 1995)･
(4) The 1993 Southwest Hokkaido Earthquake Tsunami d甲OSited sand
sheets on gen也e and steep slopes and凸at fields･ The tsunami deposits consisted
of beach sand and had similar characterisbcs tothose of the Flores Earthquake
Tsunami described above (wide distribudonalongthe coast, variation in
deposit thicknessand mean grain sizes, and graded bedding) (Sato etal･, 1995;
Nishimura and Miyaji′ 1995; Nanayama et al･′ 2000)･
(5) Minoura et al･ (1996) discovered a d甲OSit in血e Usr-Kam血a比a area
fromthe 1923 Kamchatka Earthquake Tsunami･ The tsunami dq)osit consisted
of a血in (between 2 and 3 centimetersthick) sand layer, which was traceable for
3 kilometers or more inlandfromthe present coasdine.
Many onshore prehisbric and historic tsunami d甲OSits show similar
characteriS也cs･ Bothprehistoric and historic tsunami deposits are generally
composed of sand layers (e･g･, Atwater, 1987; Dawson etal･, 1988; Minoura etal･,
2000). Verhcalgrain-size variabonwithinthe sand layer sometimes can be
interpreted as graded bedding (e･g･, Dawson etal･, 1988, 1991)I Some amient
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tsunami depositswidely coverthe coastal plain (e･g･, Long etal･, 1989, 1990),
and are traceable con也nuously, up to severalkilometers in one case (Minoura
and Nakaya, 1991)･ Their払icknesstypically decreases inland (e･g･′ Atwater,
1987) sothatthey form a tapering wedge (e･g･, Dawson etal･, 1988), andthe
mean grain ~size of the depositsalso decreaseswith distance fmmthe sea (e･g･′
Benson et al.′ 1997).
Therefore,the common characteristics of onshore tsunami deposits are as
follows･ They are distributedwidely and con也nuously on coastalplainS,and
consist mainly of (superimposed) sand layers′ which decrease inthicknessand
grain size landward･ Additionally,they may show stratigraphic structures such
as an erosional contact with血e undedying 告ediments and graded bedding･
These findings from observa也ons of known tsunami sediments can help us
idenbfy and interpI℃t hi血erto umecog血zed onshore deposits of unobseⅣed
tsunamis.
Lacustrine tsunamideposits
Tsunami sedimenta也on in intertidallakesand lagoons was first observed
and well studied by Minouraand Nakaya (1991)･ The 1983 Japan Sea
Earthquake Tsunami passedthrougha narrow channel andthen invaded an
interbdal lake. The lake water wasviolendy disturbed′ andthe bottom
sediments were agitated. Molluscsand mollusc shells were piled onthe lake
margin, wheretheyformed mounds severaltens of centimeters high･ The
seismic shocks of the earhquake triggeredthe formabon of cracks in beach
ridges･ Some of these cracks developed into long gashes, linkingthe intertidal
lagoon tothe sea andallowlng large volumes of seawater to rush into the
lagoon･ As soon asthe seawater flowed intothe lagoon,the water whitened
transiendywith precipitatedmicrocrystalline carbonates･ Sand grains from
beaches and dunes brought into血e lagoon by血e seawater accumulated on仇e
bo仕om′ formmg a sand layer a few cenbmeters血ick･
The invasion of seawater causes abrupt changes in払e sedimentary fades
andthe geochemiCalcharacterisbcs of the sediments in inter也dal lacustrine
environments･廿aces of tsunamis can be expected to be preseⅣed easily and
permanendy in lacustrine sedimentary sequences because of the basically stable
sedimentation environment･ In spite of the importance and usefulness of 血S
type of tsunami deposit, only a few instances of prehistoric (e･g･, Bondevik etal･′
1997) or historic (C.g., Foster et all, 1993; Minoura etal･, 1994; Smoot et all, 2000)
tsunami deposits in lakes and lagoons a托known･
Submadne tsumami deposits
Event deposits intercalatedwithin marine sedimentary sequences have been
interpreted as submarine tsunami deposits･ An unusual stratigraphic unit
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(homogenite) was detected onthe Westem Mediterranean Ridge andthe
Calabrian Ridge by seismic-reflection profiling and piston conng･ The
homogenite consisted of a unif0- gray marl up to 7･7 meters血ick. It was
suggested thatthe formabon of the homogenite was triggered by a tsunami of
Minoanage (Kastens and Cita, 1981; Cita etal., 1996). A sandstone bed atthe
Cretaceous-Terhary boundary in Texas has been interpreted as a deposit of the
tsunami triggered bythe K/T boundary asteroid impact (Bourgeois etal., 1988).
The sandstone bed has an erosional boundary at its base, aLnd is characterized
by paralleland wave-ripple laminationswithfining-upward sequences.
Submarine tsunami depositstypical1y show evidence of highlevels of
hydrodynamic energy and progressive and regressive wave oscillations.
However, we have limited knowledge of submarine tsunami deposits, because
the submarine sedimentabon process of a tsunami has never been direcdy
observed･ The accuracy of the interpretationsthus remains uncertain. Future
developふents in tsunamideposit research may modify and correct our
interpretation of submarine tsunamideposits･
Tsunami sedimentation
As mentioned above, previous studies have clarified many characterisbcs of
tsunami deposits･ Moreover, observa也ons of recent tsunami events have
revealed some part of the sedimentation processthat occurs during a tsunami
inundation･ These results enable us to discuss qualitabvely血e rela也Onship
between tsunami deposits and tsunami hydrodynamics,althoughquantitative
relationships are still mosdy unknown･ Here we reviewthe origin, transport,
and sedimenta也on of tsunami deposits･
Sediment transport
The ongln Of tsunami d甲OSits is important for仙e interpIでtabon of tsunami
sedimentabon. Analyses of the parhcle size distribubon and ofthefossils found
in onshore tsunamideposits can darifytheir origin. Marine fossils such as
foraminifera′ diatoms, and molluscan shells are parbcularly useful･ For example,
Kon'no (1961) detected severalkinds of marinemierofossils inthe deposit left
bythe 1960 ChileanEarthquake Tsunamiand clarifiedthatthe sediments of the
deposit were derived fromthe sea bottom of nearshore areas･ They concluded
thatthe tsunami deposit sediments did not originate inthe deep sea･ A
paleontologiCalanalysis by Nanayama etal･ (1998) suggestedthatthe origin of
the tsunami deposit left bythe 1993 Southwest Hokkaido Earthquake Tsunami
wasthe sea floor between 45 and 50 meters in depth･ Considering these results
andthe results of our investigabon, it is probable that sediments deposited by
tsunamis do not derive flX)mthe deep-sea bottom.
The details of the hydrodynamic processes of the first stage of tsunami
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sedimentation (erosion and transport of sediments fromthe sea bottom and
beach) are stilluncertain, because observation of the transport process and
measu托ment Of condi也ons duringanactualtsunamiinundation is practically
impossible･ What we want to know is how much sediment is erodedand
transported by a given mrTent Strength･ Hydraulic experiments are useful for
examiningthe rela也onships between tsunamideposits and也e hydrodynamic
profile of a tsunami; however, few results from hydraulic experiments of
tsunami sedimenta也on are available･ Figure 3 showsthe relabonships between
erosion of severalkinds of sediment and current velodtyin a pipe･ For example,
grain motion of fine sand begins at a current velodty of 2 cm/S, and mass
erosion begins when血e velodty exceeds 10 cm/S･ Diatomaceous mud′
however, has greater resistance to erosion and requres a higher current
velodty; grain motion begins at a current velodtyof 16 &/ s and mass erosion
occurs at a velodty of 30 cm/ S･ The concentrabon of suspended material is血e
most important parameter forthe quaLntitative considerabon and numerical
simulabon of tsunami sedimenta也on. Tdkahashi (1998) carried out a detailed
hydraulic experiment on sediment transport in channel flow,and obtainedan
impmVed formula for sediment quantitythat is applicable tothe numerical
simulabon of tsunami sedimentabon.
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Figwe 3･ Velocity range of bcdl悦d movement of 告ediments (cm/S)･ Note that here are clear difrercnces in bah
the vcloci暮y of grain notionand bed surface erosion be(wecn fine sand弧d mud. The silica colloid llSed in this
expenment wasartificially synthesized hm silica gel･ Mud aJld sand were sepamted from shoreface to offshore
deposits sampled in Mutsu Bay, nordleaSt Japan･
Sediment deposition
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previous studies based on observabons of tsunami inundations have shown
thatthe sedimentologiCalcharacterisbcs of onshore tsunami deposits can be
correlatedwiththe hydrodynamic profile of the tsunami･ The hydrodymamic
profile of a tsunamihaving temporaland spatial variabon is related tothe
magnitude of the tsunamiand topographic features of the coast･ Hydrodynamic
vadabon of血e tsunami causes lateral and verbcal grading of sediment
parbdes in tsunami-deposited layers (Kon′no, 1961)･ Moreover, repeatedrun-
ups often lead to laminationwithinthe tsunami deposits･ Below we describethe
sediment characteristics of onshore tsunami deposits,andthen make reference
to a tsunami sedimentabon model.
Sand sheet
onshore tsunami dq)osits consist mosdy of fine-grained sand･ Shi etal･
(1995) suggestedthat two different sorting processes affectthe par也cle
composibon of tsunami deposits, andthey notedthat most day- and silt-sized
partides might be camied back intothe sea by the regressive wave･ Finer
parbdes such as day or silt have a lower settling velodtythanfine sands, so
they are easily transported and persist in suspension･ Figure 3 showsthe results
of our hy血aulic experiments′ which indicate血at finer parbcles have higher
resistance to Current velodtythancoarser partides･ Apparendy,finer parbcles
are less likely to be picked up bythe tsunami current, andthe regressive wave
may rehm almost all of払e血er parbdes血at are picked up to払e sea･ As a
result of this lateralsorting, a tsunami depositwithout day or silt is formed･
According to Kon′no (1961)′ par也cle sorting in a tsunami deposit is
generally poor.however,this finding may not be applicable toall tsunami
d甲OSits. Some tsunami d甲OSits consist of well-sorted parbdes (e･g･, Minoura
etal., 1996, 1997) and others vary intheir degree of sorting (e･g･, Shi etal･, 1995)･
partide size distributions in tsunamideposits depend on血e nature of the
source materialandthe processes of tsunamisedimentabon (Bourgeois and
Reinhardt. 1989; Sato et al.′ 1995; Ski et al.′ 1995).
LarLdward thinnlng and fining
Landward reducbon of血e hy血Odynamic energy of a tsunami wave
accounts forthe two major stratigraphic characteriS也cs of onshore tsunami
deposits‥ landward血in血g of瓜e tsuna血deposit and landward fining of
sediment grainsize･ As mentioned above,thethickness of tsunami deposits
decI℃aSeS landward′ so血at血ey fom tapering wedges (e･gソDawson et al･′
1988). Figure 4 showsthe results of a parhde-sizeanalysis of the tsunami
deposit fmmthe 1923 Kamchatka Earthquake Tsunami(Minoura et al･, 1996)･ It
is easy to seethatthe mean diameter of sedimentary parbdes decreases inland･
Thus, landward current flow and sediment transport arethe stratigraphic
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Criteria for idenbfying a tsunami deposit (e･g･′ Nishimura dnd Miyaji′ 1995; Shi
et al.′ 1995; Minoura et al.′ 1996′ 1997).
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Figure 4. Ⅰ』Ildward changes in the graln-Size distribution curves of the
1923 Kamchatka B組qtnke Tstmamideposit sampledalong lineper-
pendicularto die COaSt Of Ust'-Kamchatka. Numbers on the distribution
cwves show the distance from the coast in meters. Data from Minoura
etal･ (19%) figure 5･
Stratigraphic characteristics
Graded bedding may be evidence for repeated impacts by tsunami waves･
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The 1960 Chilean Earthquake Tsunami deposited sand layerswith graded
bedding in northeast Japan･ Thealtemabng beds of sand have been interpreted
to have been deposited by mul也ple inundations by successive waves′ andthe
observed period of tsunami waves suggeststhatthe beds were deposited at 30-
to 40-minute intervals (Kon'no, 1961). The hydrodynamic energy of the tsunami
generally decayswitheach repeated inundation;thus′the mean parbcle
diameter of血e sediments decI℃aSeS between layers′ resul血g ln an uPWard-
fining sequence (Shi etal･, 1995)･
The regressive waves erodethe newly formed surfaceand transportthe
eroded materials towardthe sea, butthe coarser eroded grains of eroded
materials may be deposited again (Kon'no, 1961; Shi et all, 1995)･ Material
redeposited by血e regressive wave is often iden出ied as one component of血e
graded bedding･ Nishimuraand Miyaji (1995) did an immediate field survey
afterthe 1993 SoudlWeSt Hokkaido Earthquake Tsunamiand found graded
bedding in血e tsuna血d甲OSit･ Using血e direcbon of bent grasses′山ey weI℃
able to distinguishthe ongln Of each layer as having been deposited by either
the transgressive or regressive wave･ However, such evidence from plants
usually disappears quickly, so such traces cannot be used to interpret
undbserved tsunamis.
The cause of a tsunamican somebmes be idenbfied by a stratigraphic
analysis･ For example′ if a volcanic erup也on generatedthe tsunami, an ash layer
may overlie血e resul血g tsunami deposits (e･g･′ Minoura et al･′ 2000)･ If an
asteroid impact causedthe tsunami, impaet句ecta or a fallout layer may cover
the tsunami deposit (e･g･′ Bourgeois etal･′ 1988; Smit et al･′ 1996)･ Differentia也ng
between tsunamis caused by submarine earthquakes and landslides is difficult,
because a submarine earthquake is often accompanied by a subma血e landslide,
andvice versa. However, Minoura and Nakata (1994) distinguished tsunami
origins onthe basis of observabons of charaeterisbc structures betweenthe
tsunamideposit andtheunderlying sediment A structure resembling flame
wisps was interpreted to have resulted fromthe sinking of sand (tsunami
deposit) intothe soft, wet underlying sediment･ Their laboratory experiments
onthe formabonand destrucbon of this flame structure suggestedthat such
tsunami deposits had not been subjected to intensevibration (earthquake) after
their deposibon･ Therefore′this structure can be interpreted as associatedwith
sediments deposited by a submarine landslide tsunami･
Sedimentation model
As mentioned above′ spatialand temporalVariabon inthe hydrodynamie
profile of a tsunami results in characterisbc sedimentabon pattems･
Hydrodynamic variabon is mosdy dependent onthe coastaltopography･
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Coastaltopography sometimes causes wunusualw tsunamideposits to form･ For
example, a huge mound of marine sand up to 10 meters highwas formed bythe
1854　Ansei-Tokai　Earthquake Tsunami (Figure　5)I This extraordinary
sedimentabon is considered to be血e result of血e convergence of waves in血e
small bay, butthe mechanism of its formabon is still undear (Asaietal.′ 1998).
Figure 6 shows a -)ss section of the tsunami deposit of the 1994 Java Tsunami
on Senpoo Island･ The tsunami erodedthe seaward section of the beach,and
deposited calCareous sands onthe landward section･ The tsunami dqposit has a
maximumthickness of 15 centimeters, but it does not show landwardthiming･
Moreover, a numbers of (coral) boulders onthe island are known to be tsunami
deposits (e･g･, Kawana and Nakata′ 1994,･ Nott, 2000). Idendficabon and
interpretation of such wunuPualw tsunami deposits are difficult for
undomented tsunamievents.
Therefore, it is very difficult to construct a generalmodel of tsunami
sedimenta也on血at is applicable to every tsunami event. Neve血eless′ several
studies have proposed models of tsunami sedimentabon for parhcular
conditions･ For example, Minoura and Nakaya (1991) suggested a
sedimentation model for inter也dal lakes and marshes (See Fig. 6 in Minoura
and Nakaya, 1991)･ They observedthe invasion of the 1983 Japan Sea
Earthquake Tsunami inthe field and studied the tsunami deposits for several
years′ and classified the sedimentabon process of払e tsunamiintothreetypes･
Type A sedimentation: Large quan地es of beach and dune sands are eroded by
transgressiveand regressive waves and finally de巨osited inland and onthe
shoreface･ Thistype of sedimenta也on forms sand sheetswithin coastal
sedimentary sequences, and also modifiesthe topography of coastalareas･ Type
B sedimenta丘on: Molluscs are piled on the lake margin, andtheir shells form
mounds severaltens of centimeters high･ Type C sedimentabon: A large volume
of seawater rushes into interbdal ponds血rough血annels′ and也e pond water
is whitened transiendywith precipitated microcrystalline carbonates. Sand
grains brought bythe seawater from beaches and dunes accumulate onthe
bo杖om of血e pond′ fo-ing a sand layer several centimeters血ick･ This type of
sedimentabon also causes a geochemicalchange inthe sedimentary sequence･
The model indudes major sedimentabon processes in onshoreand lacustrine
environments and has gready increased our understanding of tsunami
sedimentation.
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Figure 5･ Tsmidqx)sit in Iruma, east Japan･ The 1854 Ansei-TokaiEarthquake Tsunamicom-
pletely destroyed the setdement of Irt皿a and deposited a huge mound of marine sand･ Afterward･
the stlrVivors rebuilt their houses onthe mound. The mound is up to 10 meters high, and the total
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Figure 6: Cross-secdonalview of the tstmideposit on Senpoo Island, JayA･ Bothan eroded zLrea md deposited materid aJt idcnWl&ble At the surface,
but the tsumideposit does not show landwad thi血ng.
Identification of tsunamideposits
lt is imp血t to discuss sedimentological similarihes between tsunamiand
stormdqposits･Asmentioned above, tsunamis show a dlaraCteriS也c
sedimentabon pattem in coastalareas, and tsunamid甲OSitsalso have
characteriS也c structures. Most tsunamideposits canbe recognized as a
widespread event dq"sit in coastalsedimentary sequencesthat shows
landward血ming and丘山ng and graded bedding･
However, diffimlties inthe discrimina也on of tsunamideposits from
deposits of other types remin･ It has been reportedthatthe profiles of tsunami
dqpositsare quite different fromthose of bead sands or eolian sediments
(Kon′no, 1961)′ but erosion by stom waves or high也des may resemblethat
caused by a tsunamibecausetheir hydrodymamic profiles onthe coast may be
sim止ar. Dawsom etal. (1991) notedthat erosion is more signi丘cantthan
deposibon during stormSand suggestedthatthere is a low probabilityof
deposi也On by storms･ Nanayama etal･ (2000) examined sedimentary differences
between tsunamiand storm dq"sits in southWestem Hokkaido, northem
Japan･ They reportedthat tsunamiand stormdeposits were similarinthattheir
thickness deαeases landward in bothcases･ However, storm dqposits and
tsunamid甲OSits exhibited differences in parhde-size distribution and
stratigraphy'which enablethem to condudethat tsunamid甲OSits differ
distincdy from sto- d甲OSits･ BothtsunamiSand也dalwaves are long waves,
so血eyalso may cause similarsedimenta也on･ For example,the period of the
1960 Chilean Earthquake Tsunami was 30 to 40minutes, which is dose tothe
period of也dalwaves･ Kon'no (1961) found no apparent dis血chon between
tstmamiand storm sedimenta也on, except forthe more extensive distribuhon of
deposits inthe a#ected areas･ Thus, differenha血g between tsunami deposits
and dqposits from other causes is still controversial,and iden組ca也on of
tsunamideposits should be donewithCare･
Applied study of tsunami sedimentation
For Card"den也sts,the purpose of studying tsunamideposits is to darify
the occurrence history of tsunamis andtheir sedimenta也on prDCeSSeS･ Many
traces of ancient and recent tsunamis in coastalsedimentary sequences have
been described (Figure 2), andthese studies have established a new field of
research in geology and sedimentology･ The study of tsunamiSand tsunami
deposits isalso signi鮎mt frDmthe pra血alengineering standpoint of disaster
preven也on･ By es也ma血gthe occurTenCefrequency, magnitude, and
sedimenta也on processes ofandent tsunamiS,that is′ by reconstructing amient
tsunamiS, we can prevent disasters h)m future tsunamiS･ Comprehensive
studies of the development of tsunamideposits and coordinationwithother
eSearchfields aR necessary forthe accurate reconstrucbon of amient tsunamis･
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Hydradic experiments
Forma也on processes Of tsunamidqposits have been interpreted and
discussed mosdy onthe basis of observations of the sedimentary fades of
tsunamidqposits･ Hbwever, such interpretation is difBmlt･ The medmism of
origin of some kinds of tsunamid甲OSits andthe prtxesses opera也ng during
tsunamiinundation are still unknown, because observation of　the
sedimentation process atthe也me of the inunda也on is prac也Cal1y impossible.
Hydraulic expenments arethereforethe best way to evaluate hydrodymamic
effects on tsunamisedimenta也on andthe structure of tsunamideposits･
Hydraulic experiments are part of engineering research, butthey arealso
important for sedimentology･ The rela也onship betweenthe hydrodynamic
profile of a tsunami(e･g･′ wave heightand mrrent velodty)andthe
daracteriS也cs of the tsunamidqposit (e･g･′ shape, extent,and volume) Canbe
darified by hydraulic experiments･ Moreover, data from such experiments will
be useful for numeriCalreconstruchon of bothprospec也veandandent tsunamis.
For example, we canevaluatethe effect of the regressive wave on tsunami
sedimenta丘on by hydraulic experiments･ A large water mass is piled up onthe
coast bytherun-up of a tsunami, which results in high-velodtyback-flow
surges (regressive waves)･ Regressive waves of a tsunamimay be of suffident
magnitude to moveall normally available grain sizes _(Pickering etal･, 1991;
Shiki ■and池mazaki, 1996). The strengthofthe regressive wave dq)飢ds on血e
run-up height of the tsunamiand onthe topography of the coast･ Figure 7
showsthe results from our hydraulic experiment in a one-dimensionalchannel.
We set up a slope atthe end of the channeland simulated tsunami waves. Then
we repeatedthe experiment after changlngthe inibalcondibons･ The results
indicatedthat different pattems of sediment distribu也on were assodatedwith
each condi也on, andthe intensityofthe cuzTentflow could be correlatedwith
the sediment volume･ This result impliesthatthe volume of erodedand
redeposited sediments by regressive waves increases in proporhon tothe
magnitude of tsunami･ The sediments deposited bythe regressive wave weIで
not aswidely distributed asthose d甲OSited bythe transgressive wave;they
were deposited betweenthe coas也ine and 1/3 oftherun-up distance,andthe
volume of the d甲OSit was relatively small compa托dwiththe totalvolume of
the tsunamidqposit･ Transgressive tsunamiwaves generally play a more
important rOleinerosionand other modi鮎a也Ons of coastalland aRaS, because
they carry enormous quan拙es of suspended and floating materialS･ Regressive
tsunamiwaves attackthe land surface onlythroughnamw channels,thus
causing localbut very intense erosionand damage (Kon'no, 1961)･ Thus, we can
concludethat regressive waves have a quite limited in瓜uence on tsunami
sedimenta也on. Unfortunately,few researdlerS are COnducting hydraulic
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experiments on tsunamisedimenta也on, but wean也dpatefurther development









Figtxrc 7･ Resdts of a hydradic expcnmeJlt SinAnbg dNHizc of a tsunamideposit on a slope tdorc and after a regrcs-
sivc ware.伽solid liAC indicates sediment dc岬かcd by t氾th the hnsgrcssive ad rcgressiye wavcs･ adld血6 dotted liu
indicah,s scditnent hn odythe hpsgressiye waye･ The difrcreM伽tchcd aJ%) indicates dleamOtnL or sediment
em血d or redcposited by dlC托greSSIVe WaVC･
coordination With ntlnericalsinuhtion
NumeriCalmodeling of tsunam propaga也on isthe most common way to
evaluate prospec也ve tsunamihazards and to reconstruct amient tsunami
inunda也ons･ Coopera也On between researchers studying tsunamideposits and
dlOSe COndudhg numeriCalanalyses of tsunamis has been very produdive (e･g･′






onthe magnitudeandmimimumrun-up of a tsunamiforthe numerical
modeling ofanamient tsunami･ We can even es丘mate parameters of the souIでe
me血mism, such asthe lengthandwidthof a fault orthe verhcaldisplacement
of a submarine earthquake. Onthe other hand, whenthe souI℃e medanism is
already knownwithsome accuracy,the availabilityof numeriCalmodels of
amient tsunamis makes it easy to detect tsunamidq"sits in afield survey･ For
example, Minoura etal･ (2000) simulatedthe propagation of the andent tsunami
caused bythe volcmic erup也on of Thera befoⅠe begimingtheirfield
inves也ga也on･ They successfully iden也fied Minoantsunamidqposits onthe
westem coast of Turkey, wherethe computed wave height was greatest (Figure
8).
ReconstruC丘On of a tstmamievent
Here we describe an example of the comprehensive reconstruehon of an
andent tsunami･ Figure 9 showsthe distribu也on of tsunamidqposits onthe
coastalSendaiPlain, northeast Japan･ Minouraand Nakaya (1991) discovered
four layers of well-sorted fine sand intercalated aLmOng Peatydq)ositsand
showedthat　they were distributed up to 4 km from　the coasdine.
Paleonblogical analysis of diabms found in one of血e sand layers (layer no. 3)
suggestedthatthe sediments were derived fbm血e sea,･therefore,the sand
layer was idendfied as a tsunamidqposit･ FurdlemOre,the composi丘on of
marine, brackish,and freshwater diatoms inthe tsunami d甲OSit andthat of
present marine sediments indicatedthat most of the tsunamid甲OSit derived
fmmthe uea of the shoI℃face･ Stratigraphic considerations indicated dlatthe
age of the tsunamid甲OSit was A･D･ 870 ± 20, which agteed exacdywiththe
historiCaldescripbon 10fthe A･D･ 869 Jogan Tsunami･ Radiocarbon da血g of the
sediments showedthatthe remrrence intervalof probable tsunamiS was nearly
800 years (Figure 10)･ The 869 10ganTsunami d甲OSit was idenGfiedalso at
Soma, 45 km southof Sendai･ Data on die distribubon of the tsunamideposit
and infomation h)m historiCaldomments mentioningthe tsunamimade it
possible to es也mate dlerun-uP height at every loca也on. Figure ll showsthe
results of a numeriCalreconstruC也on of血e tsunami, which made it possible to
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Figure 9. SLzaLigraphic secdoEL OfcthStal sequenαS (B) onthe SendaiPlaiJl (A)･ Well-sorted fine sand layers (1, 3, 4, and 5) azt intezulated in
marsh deposiLs aL lhree 1(X加onsI Layer 2 is interpreted as having been deposited by Lhe鮎9 Jog皿TsuElami･ Ovedying lelsic tephza arc LrlCeablc
inland 4.5 kilometezs or more lrum the shore.
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Figure 8･ Rcsdb of a numedcal simuladon of the Minoan tstJnami. The first ware reached the
Aegcan Sea coast of westem Turkey 2･5 hours after the volcanic collapse･ It was es血a(cd that
on the nordlCm COaSt Of Crctc･血e ma血un rtm-tq) hcighl was 6 to 1 1 netcrs aLnd the皿aXi-
ml皿nm-tP dis也ncc was 500 meters (Minolm et al" 2000).
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Figtuc lO･ Stratigraphic and paleontological correla也on of the scdincnbry sequences of Sendai and Soma. fbssil diatons in the sediments indicate that sand layers of maJine to
brackish water ongln Were depsited in a back-marsh enyimnmen(･ The thin layer of grayish white fclsic tephra at Sona corrcspondsmineralosically and chemicdly to仙a( at
Scndai･ It follows that the sand layer jllSt lxneath the tephra was deposited by the JogaJI Tsunami. The Sendai Plain was rlrSt Culdvatcd about 400years tx fore present by a feudal
lord･ The agricdturaldisturbaJICe Of the subsurface layers reaches a depth of 10 to 20 ccntimeters in the Scndai nail, resul血g in the formadon of an tmconfomity just tNtlow the
uppermost Sand layer･ Some historical documents reportthat cdtivaGon was intcmlPted by the 161 1 Keicho Tsumi. The dates of the sand layers were estimated from th 14C
ages from wood fragments and indicate that large tsunaJds struck the ScndainaiJl at intervals of about 1(氾O years (Minotm ctal., 2001).
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Figure 1 1. Restdts of the ntlmeriCalsimdation of die 869 Jogan Tstmi. Based on histori-
Caldauments,the distribudon of the tsumideposits弧dthc proposed fault parameters of
the tsmisource, a model of the tsumisource was established. TLe computational
rcg10m Covers the area from latitude 37oN to 390N and fmm longitude 143oE to 144oE.An
intervalof 2 seconds alld spatialgrid size of 1 kilometer were used. The simulation coycrs
wave pmpagation for 5 hows･ The maximuEn Water-elevation contows and dlC time series
of the water leyels at ScJldaiand Soma are shown for 2 hotm. After 30min, a tsunamiwith
waves 8 meters highstruck die Scndai main. The thin dotted lines show submarine contoum
in meters of depth(Minoura etal., 2001).
Concluding remarks
The purpose of tsunamideposit research is to reconstructancient tsunamis
and to darifythe recurrence intervalof tsunamiS･ Many slgnificant results have
been produced sincethe begiming of tsunami deposit research, andthey have
contributed direcdy to tsunamirisk assessment･ Bourgeois and Minoura (1997)
idenbfiedthree key problems in paleotsunamistudies: posi也ve identification of
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tsunamidqposits, da血gand correlabon of events, and quantiAca也on of
paleotsunamievents･ Eadh problem has beenand canbe resolved by
coopera也on among various丘elds of researdh, such as paleontology,ardlaeOIogy,
and numeriCalanalysis･ Further development of comprehensive studies of
tsunamisedimentabon is expected, andthey should indude experimental
approaches･ Hydraulic experimentsunder carefully chosen conditions can
contribute mu血tothe development of tsunamisedimentation researchand
tsunamidisaster prevention･
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(曹庶大助･算好事潜･今村文象2001,津波=学赦免vot. 18, r. 1-10.)
2･ 869年貞親地震津波堆積物の発見と仙台湾沖地衰津波発生の再来周
期⊥Discovery of 869 Jogan tstmamideposit and rectlrrenCe inteⅣalof
large-scale tstmamionthe padLic coast of NE JapaJt.
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associatedwit.h explosion-couapse processes of a dome complex on
Minoan Thera.
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Discovery of 869 J6gan tsunamideposit and recurrence
intervalof large-scale tsunamionthe Pacific coast of NE
Japan
Ab strict
The fore-arc region of northeasりapan is an yea of extensive seismic acbvity
and tsunamigeneration･ On July 13, 869 a tsunamitriggered by a large-scale
earhquake invaded coastalzones′ causlng extensive deposibon of well-sorted
fine sand overthe coastalplains of Sendaiand Soma･ SedimentologiCalanalysis
and hydrodymamic simulation indicatethatthe tsunamiinferred to be triggered
byanearthquake of magnitude 8･3 rea血ed over 4 km inland fmm血ethen
coast･ we postulatedthatthe sand layer was developed bythefirst wave of the
tsunami･ Traces of large-scale invasion by older tsunamis are recorded inthe
coastalsequences of the Sendaiplainwithabout 1000-year reoccurEenCe interval･
Thus, we suggestthatthe J6gantsunamiwas much largerthandle tSunamis
generated by normalearhquakes inthe sunduction interface･
Intro ductio A
Anearthquake inthe offshore region of northeast Japan on July 13, 869 (e･g･
Usami′ 1987) gaverise to a large-scale tsunamithat caused damage tothe low-
lying coastalzones of NE Japan･ The AD 869 tsunami, namedthe J6gan tsunami
afterthethen emperor, is unusualbecause of itswidespread fl00ding･
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Figure 1 Stratigraphic section of the coastalsequenees (C) onthe Sendaiplain
(A)･ Well-sorted丘ne sand layers are found to be intercalatedinmarsh
deposits atthree horizons, and layer 2 isinterpreted to have been developed by
the AD 869 J6gantsunami･ Layer @andthe overlying felsic tephraare traced
inland 4.5 km or more fromthe shore. HistoriCaland observed tsunamis (B),
which attackedthe Sendaiplain, mosdy originate inthe offshore region of
Sendaibay (Watanabe, 1989)･
A well-known document named Sandal-jitsurDku, which recordsthe history
ofall of Japan in detail extending overthe past 1200 years, describesthe J6gan
earthquake andthe subsequent tsunamias follows: "The large earthquake was
attended by a luminous phenomenon,and也e coastalareas were illuminated in
the dark･ Sometime after severe seismic shocks, a gigantic tsunami reachedthe
coastandthen invadedthe whole region of the Sendaiplain･ msing seawater
flooded an old castle town (Tagaj6; Fig･ 1A),withthe loss of 1000 lives." There is
no historiCalevidence of co-seismic subsidence of the plain (Usami, 1987), and
thusthe prolonged period of nooding indicatesthat waves of the J6gan tsunami
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sequerLbal1yinvaded coastalaRaS･ Structuralfoundationsfromthe 8thand 9th
centmies have been discovered destroyed intheruins of Tagaj6,and are
ovdain by sediment layers containing relics fzDmthe middle lOthcentury･ The
admirdstrabve committee studyingthe remains interpretsthatthe exposed
structures of the castle town collapsed because oE erosion bythe J6gan tsunami
(The Board of Educa也on of Tagaj6 City, 2000)･
Moreth弧100 years have passed sincethe begiming of sden也fic
observa也oninNE Japan,and inthattime no tsunamihas penetrated inland
fartherthan2 km (Watanabe, 1998). a is inferred fmmthe site of Tagaj6that
seawater inundation bythe J6gan tsunamireadhed 4 km or more inlzmd from
the coast･ Doesthe deep penetra也on of seawater recordthe occurrence of
unprecedented large-scale tsunami?
The Padfic coast of NE Japanis notoriousforthe repeatedinvasion of
tsunamiS (Fig･ 1B; Watanabe, 2000)･ The Sendaiplain, however, has not been
affected by such a large tsunamisincethe occurrence of the J6gan event･ Rapid
urbamizabon has advanced tothe coastalareas, so dlat most Ofthe area
intmdated bythe J6gantsunamiis now developed･ Understandingthe cause
and effect of regionany extensive invasion of the J6gantsunamiis important,
not only to prevent a disaster, butalso to gamanunderstanding of forearc
tectomic processes･lm血is study,the J6gan tsunamideposits were studied using
sedimentologiCalanalysesand numeriCalhydrodymamic models inanattempt
to make deardle Origin of the J6gan tsunami･
sediment layers of the J6gan tsunami
HistoriCaldoments describe dlatthe invasion of the J6gantsunami tu-ed
thefluvialplain into a broad expanse of water (Watanabe, 1998)･ We used
trendhingand coring to detect traces of tsunamiinvasion onthe coastalplains
of Sendaiand S6ma (Fig. lA)･ The results of sediment fadesanalysis and
stratigraphic correlation of d甲OSits aR Shown in Figure lC and Figure 2 as
secbonalviews of the subsurface sequences･ Sediment layers consis也ng of well-
sorted arkosicfine sand are intercalatedwithnonmarine black organic mudthat
indudes fossil plant r∞ts･ A grayish-white felsic tephraunderliesthe Sendai
plain･ fklowthe tephra, we foundthree 2 to 15 cm thdk layers of weu-sorted
sand exposed onthe trench walls at approximately 40cm intervals (Fig･ 1C)･ The
sand layer just beneaththe tephra (layer 3 in Figtue lC) Canbe traced inlmd
morethan4.5 km fromthe coast, showing evidence of landward taperingand
fining･ Inthe coastalsequences of S6ma a 1-cm-thick felsic tephra and an
underlying 2-cm一山ck sand layerare intercalated in organic mud atthe highest
horizon. No sediment grading wi此れthe sand layers of Sendaiand Soma
suggests rapid deposibon of the sediment･
We examined fossil diatoms in order to determinethe source of sediments.
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The dominant spedesinthe sand layers are marineand/Or brackish-water
diatoms, whereastheunderlying or overlying orgmic mud is abundantin
flesh-water diatoms (Fig･ 2)･ Inthe sand layer of the S6ma secbon, morethan
60 罪 ofthefloralassemblage is marine. B∝ause of die abundance of saltwater
diatoms inthefloralassemblages andthe exceuent gram so血ng, arkosic sand
originated inthe shoreface or foreshore environm飢t･ The organic mud yields
abundant deciduous pollenandfossil grass roots, implying dq)osi也on in fluvial
plain environment･
The landward tapenngand sediment fining indicatesthat arkosic grams
were transported inlandfromthe coast. Thus we condudethat tsunami waves
penetrated intothe coastalzone of Sendai′ formng fast-flowlng mrTentS
assodatedwiththe rapid lateraltramlabon of waterand suspended sediments
of marine origin･ Storm surges onthe coast of NE Japanare generally agents of
erosion and do not produce regionally extensive d甲OSits of marine sand onthe
fluvial plain (Mhoura etal･′ 1987; Minoura etal･, 1993). The transport of marine
materials is,therefore, best explained by interpIでtingthe sand layer to have
been produced by a tsunami(Bourgeois and Minoura, 1997; Minoura and
Nakaya, 1991)･Althoughwe do not have definite strabgraphic evidence
sugges血gthe sand layer of S6ma to be regionally extensive in distribu也on,the
d甲OSi也on of marine materials influvialenvironments showsthatthe sand has
simdar characteristics to dle Sendaisamples･ Consideringthe landward
帆iming of the layerinthe limited distribu也on atthe trench site′ we condude it
to be tsunamiderived, as inthe caseforthe sand layer in Sendai･
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Figure 2 Stratigraphic and paleontologiCalcorrela也on of the sedimentary
sequences of Sendai(Trench 1) and S6ma･ The occurrence offossil diatoms from
the sediments indicatesthatthe sand layers of marine to blackish water origin
were deposited inanenvironment of back marsh･ A血れ layer of grayish-white
felsic tephra found at S6ma co汀eSpOnds mineralogically and demically (Fig･
1C) tothat of Sendai,and it followsthatthe sand layer just benea血the tephra is
a trace of the invasion of the J6gantsunami･ The Sendaiplain was cul也vated
about 400 years before by a feudalload for agriCulturalpurpose･ Agricultural
disturbance of the subsurLace layers reaches to a depthof 10 to 20 cm'at Trench
1, resul也ng in forma丘on of the unconfomityjust belowthe uppermost sand
layer･ It is described in some historiCaldocumentsthat die Culbvabon was
interrupted bythe invasion of the 1611 Keich6 tsunami･ The calendar years of
the sand layersare esbmated by 14c ages on wood fragments, and it followsthat
the largest-scale tsunamis invadedthe Sendaiplain at intervals of around 1000
yearS･
Age of tsunami deposits
Felsic volcanic activitytothe northof Sendaiabout 1100 years ago resulted
in d甲OSitiOn of an extensive tephra layer in NE Japanけ6gan tephra; Akojima
and Danbara, 1991). Yamada and Sh6ji (1981) performed radiocarbon dating on
wood chips fromthe tephra, indicating an age range corresponding to year
interval870-934 A.D. The reflective-index values of glass shards forthe tephra
fauwithinthe range l･494-1･503 (Yamada and Sh6ji, 1981; AkoJ'ima and Danbara,
1991). The results of our refrac也ve-index measurements　and EPMA
geochemistry onglass shards in tephra from Sendaiand S6ma are consistent
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withpublished data (nble 1)･ The chemiCalconshtuents of glass shards from
the Sendaitephra are dose tothose of dle S6ma tephra･ Except forthe J6gan
tephra, extensive d甲0由bon of Ldsic volcmiC products did not take place
duringthe last 3000 years (Akdimaand Danbar?, 1991). Thus we condudethat
the felsic layers foundinthe coastalsequences correspond tothe tephra
pmduced bythe 870-934 A･D･ volcmic erupbon･ Two血n arkosicintercala也om
arefoundinthe S6ma sechon at血t 100 to 15000l d甲th, and it followsthat
the 2--一山dk sand layer just beneaththe tephra of S6ma corresponds to sand
layer ③ ofSendai(Rg･ 1).
Table 1 EPMA chemisby and refrachve index (RI) Values of glass shardsin
felsic volcmic products fromthe geologiCalsectiom of Sendaiand S6ma.






























和Value of glass shards 1.497 - 1.502　　　　1.500 I 1.504
We conducted radiocarbon da血g on wood fragments fmmthe orgamic mud
of Sendai(Trench 1) employing a sdnblh也on measuring device. The results
shown in Figure 2 are calibrated to calendaryears･ The date of the sand layer
just beneaththe Sendaitephra is AD 790-950 (1 s range), which includesthe
date es也matedfromthe age of the tephra (AD 870-934)･ Consideringthe
archaeologiCalevidence andthe geochemiCalresults, we condudethatthe
J6gan tsunamiinvadedthe Padfic coast of NE Japan andthen dqposited marine
sand over extensive areas ofthe瓜uvialplains of Sendaiand S6ma just prior to
the deposition of the J6gantephra･
Seisnotectomics off the coast of Sendai
The mechmism of earthquakesthat occuralongthearC-trench boundary of
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NE Japan has been interpreted in many previous studies, and is dosely related
tothe westwaqd subduc也on of the Padfic plate beneaththe NE JapanarC (e.g.
Hasegawa etal･, 1978; Mhouraand Hasegawa, 1992). Numerous large-scale
ear血quakes have occurzedinthe offshore region of Sendaibay (Usami, 1987).
The results of recent G円observabon (Nishimura etal., 2000) showthatthe
plate boundary is being shortened by east-west compressionwithstmin energy
accumula也on offshore Sendai･ Some of the earthquakes generated tsunamiS
withwaves severalmeters high(Watanabe, 1998)･ Hatori(1987) studied many
old domments on historiCaloffshore earthquakes,and es也matedthe magrdtude
of the 1793 Kansei earthquake to have been around 8･2･ Healso interpretedthat
the 1611 Keich6 tsunami invadedthe coastalueas of the Sendaiplain (Fig. lC)
was caused byanearthquake of magmitude 8･1. The style of 打uSt deforma也on
andthe mode of fault movement dqpcnd onthe tectomic reglme･ If two sets of
fault movement are linked inthe acc陀也Onary wedge, it is probable dlatthe
magrLitude reaches up to 8･O or more inthe offshore of Sendai(The Earthquake
Research Committee of the Japanese Govemment, 2000).
Considering　the hydraulic characteristics of long-wave propagabon
extending overthewide aLrea Of NE Japan, it is probablethatthe source of the
J6gantsunamiwas located beforethe con血entalshelf･ The seismic damage and
the wave height described in historiCaldo-ents reach a maximumalongthe
coast of the Sendaiplain (Watanabe, 2000), implyingthe J6ganearthquake to
have taken place not inthe subduc也on interface farfromthe land, but inthe
overlyingarC-mist, Pmbablywithinthe accrebonary wedge･ Focalmechmism
of modem ear血quakes andthe displacement of major faults inthe accrebonary
wedge off NE Japan (Zhao etal., 1990) lead us to inferthatthe fault movement
of the J6ganeardlquake was caused by WNW-ESE compressionaltectonics.
Based on reported structuraldamage, Watanabe (1998) condudedthe
seismic interLSity of the J6ganeardlquake to have been about 5 0r more at Tagaj6.
Iithe region of seismic intensity5 to 6 iswithina radius of r km,the
Rlationship between radius r and earthquake magmitude M is expressed by
equa也on log r = 0･50M - 1･85 (Muramatsu′ 1969)･ Es也matingthe epicenter to
have been located 150-200 km offshore of Sendai, we calCulatedthatthe
eardlquake magnitude was around 8.3.
■l′0rigin and numeriCalreconstruCtion of the JOgan tsunami
The info-ation onthe scale andthe geomeby of fault movement enables
accurate reproduction of tsunamiS. The distribu也on of observed aftershocks
withinthe accrebonary wedge forms a seismic plane, indicahng athrust fault
dipping azy)und 450 westerly (Hino etal･′ 1996). For血is model we conducted a
numeriCalsimula也on of tsunaml generabonand propaga也on uslng TUNAMI-
N2, which is based on shallow-watertheory consisting of nonlinearlong-wave
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equa也ons (Minoura etal･, 1997, Minoura etal･, 2000)･ hthe model of tsunamiS,
the sediment transport and its energy dissipa也On are not induded because such
effects are not signi鮎ant inthe sea region (Takahashi etal･, 2001)･ Bathymetric
data were derived fmmthe submarine topographic maps (scale 1:250000) bythe
MeteorologiCalAgency of Japan･ The area was ovedaidwitha grid of cells, each
cell being 1000 m on a side･ A grid size of l00m was used nearthe coasdine.
Usingthe fault parameters presented by Sate (1989), and comparingthe result
frDmthe simulabonwithseveralfaults model and es也mated tsunamiheights in
the present study, we establish a composite-fault modelforthe most plausible
source of the J6gantsunami･ The proposed tsunamisource is as fdlows:
loca也on: lat･ 37oN to 39oN; long 143oE to 144030′E, magnitude: 8･3, fault size:
200 km long; 85 kmwidth; 1kndepth, faultangle: 25o strike; 45o dip; 90o slip,
vertiCaldisplacement of the sea bottom: 5.6 m. Figtlre 3 isthe result of
numerical simulation of the J6gan tsunami, showingthat a train of waveswith







Figure 3 Result of numeriCalsimula也on of the J6gan tsunami･ Based on
historiCaldocuments andthe proposed fault parameters (Sat6, 1989) of the
J6gantsunami,the model forthe tsunamisource was established･ The
computationalregion coversthe area of 37oN to 39oNand 143oE to 144030'E･
The bme intervalof 2 Sandthe spatialgrid size of 1 km are selected,andthe
simula也on covers血e wave propaga也on for 5 hours･ The maximum water-
elevabon contoursandthe bme history of water levels for 2 hours at Sendaiand
S6maare shown inthefigure･ After 30 minthe tsunami reachedthe Sendai




Despitethe moderate scale of wave height (一8 m) inferred fmmthe
numeriCalmodel, it is suggested bythe extensive dqposi也on of well-sorted
arkosic sandthat waves of the J6gan tsunamireachedthe inland region of the
Sendaiplain･
Matsumoto (1985) studiedthe Holocene evolu也on of coastalsequences in
NE Japan,and condudedthatthe development of the Sendaiplain was resulted
fmmthe seaward prDgradabon offluvialsystems･ He made it dearthat dle
prograda也on has con血ued steadily dmingthe last 5000 yearS･ Byuslngthe
inversion analysisforthe geode也e data (1966-1995), El-Fiky and Kat6 (1999)
estimatedthatthe Sendaiplain subsides atthe rate of 6-7 mm/year. This result
showsthe Sendaiplain to have been suscephble to verhcaldisplacement,and
we interpretthatthe coastalsubsidence was canceled bythefonowlng uPlift･
Due to agriCulturaldisturbance of the subsurface layers (Fig･ 2),the depthof
the Jogan tsunamid甲OSit varies from 10 to 40 cm (Fig. 1C). Underthe
assumpbonthatthe eleva也on of the surface was 50 cm lowerthanthe present,
we carried out a numeriCalsimulation of tsunamiwave propagationforthe on-
1and reglOn･ The result showsthatthefirst wave of tsunamis triggered byan
earthquake of magnitude 8.3 reaches over 4 km inland fromthethen coast.
Synthe也c marigrams onthe shore of Sendaishowsthatthefirst wave isthe
biggest and subsequent waves reaehthe coast at about 7･5min intervals (Fig. 3).
The relabonship betweenthe surf similarityparameter, X′and dle dassi丘cation
of tsunmiinduced sedimenta也on (lmamura etal, 1997)alsogives informa也on
whether or not marine sand bythe tsunamideposit onthe plate ofthearea･ We
esbmatedthe values of x of l･4 x 10-2andthe coastalslope of O･001withthe
calculated results ofthe血st tsunami height of 5 meter andthe wave period of
lOminutes, suggestingthe marine sand dq)osit onthe area･ Forthefurther
study of the sedimentabon･the rLm-uP Simula丘onwithindudingthe
interachve model for waveand sediment is required･ This simulaもOn suggests
that marine sediment was tr-sported bythefirst wave, andthe regulararriVal
offollowlng Waves Seems tO have preventedrundownof waters bythe first
wave, resulbng in flooding of the a托a.
Two血n layers of arkosic sand tihderlyingthe J6gantsunamidepositare
traced inland morethan4 km fmmthe coast (Fig･ 1)･ The con血uityand
landward tapenngand sediment fining pattem indicates a tsunmiorigin of the
sand layers･ We believethatthe scale of the two earlier tsunamis is equaltothat
of the J6gan tsunamimdthey weIでalso assodatedwithwidespreadflooding･
The depositionalages inferred ibm 14c dahng suggestthatgigan也c tsunamiS
took placethmetimes duringthe last 3000years (Fig･ 2)･ The calendarages of
the lower two layers are BC 140 - AD 150 and around B･C･ 670-910 (1 s range),
respecbvely･ The recurrence intervalof large-scale tsunamiis ibm 800 to 1100
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years. Moreth肌1100 years have passed sincethe occurrence of the J6gan
tsunami, mdgiventhe reoccurTenCe intervalthe possibility of a large tsunami
inthe Sendaiplainis onthe increase･ 0∬ numeriCalresults indicatethat a
tsunamisimilartothe J6gantsunamiwill inundatethe present coastalplain
about 2.5 to 3 km inland frDmthe shoreline.
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図- 1 A:東北日本の歴史津波　B: Mlnouran Nakaya (1991)による仙台平野の津波堆積物
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logr(km)-0･50M-1･85 ･ ･ ･ ･ ･ ･ (1)
震度6以上の地震に対し
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processes of a dome complex on Minoan Thera
Ab strict
The MinoanThera erup也on of the Bronze Age isthe most sigrdficant Aegean
explosive volcanism･ The erup丘on resulted in caldera collapse･ We studiedthe
Minoanvolcano-kctomic event fromtheviewpoint of sedimentology and
hydraulics･ Onthe AegeanSea coast of Turkey and Crete we found traces of
tsunamiS. The tsunamilayers are overlain by felsic tephra･ ThemineralogiCal
characteriS也岱Of volcmic tephra and AMS radiocarbon dating onforaminiferal
tests showthatthe tsunami1ayers are correla也ve tothe Minoanevent. The
zttsults of our numeriCalsimula也on onthe tsunamishowthat a destrucbve train
of waves caused bythe caldera collapse reachedthe Aegean Sea shorewithin
2.5 hours andthe great surf set up by arriValof waves washed die COaSt･ We
condudethatthe MinoantsunamihaLZards damagedthe mari也me economy in
the coastalareas of Aegean islands and Turkey･
I ntroductiO A
The HellemiCarc is a terrane of extensive Oatemary volcmism, and one of the
main centers of explosive eruptions is located on Thera (Santorini)･ Ofallthe
historiCaleruptiOns of Thera,the paroxysmalvolcanic explosion of late Minoan
也me (1600 - 1300 BC) was mostviolent and causedwidespread damage. It is
widely held among volcanologists　that　the Minoan　Thera erupbon,
血aracterized by a sequence of four distinctive volcanic phases, startedwith
strong Plinian activityand endedwithcollapse of the volcanic cone (e･g･, Bond
and Sparks, 1976)･ Inthe Plinianphase,the explosive erup也On qiected huge
amounts of volcmic aerosol and tephra intothe atmosphere (Sullivan, 1988)･
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Figure 1 Map of the Aegean Sea ahdthe adjacent region showing aueasand sites
mentioned inthe text. Felsic volcmic products of the Minoan erupbon are
found on AegeanSea coasts and in Eastem Mediterraneandeep-sea cores･
TsunamigemiC sediment layers were discoveredinDidim and Fethye (westem
Turkey) and Gouves (Crete)･
Westerly to northwesterlywinds spreadthe ejecta overthe Eastem
Mediterranean region (e･g･′　Doumas and Papazoglou′ 1980)･ The
phreatomagmabc eruption of the last phase led tothe collapse of the Stronghyle
(pre-eruption) volcano leading to forma也on of the present shape of the
Santorini caldera (Figure 1)･ In recent papers, it has been reportedthatthe
airbome tephra accumulated over Minoan settlements on RhodesI Kos,and
Crete (e.g., Pyle, 1990)･ ArchaeologiCalargumentsthatthe decline of the Minoan
dviliza也on was related to agriculturaland/or socialdisruptiOn caused by this
volcanic event are, however, doubtfulbecausethere was no significant break in
血e life of Minoan Rhodes (Page′ 1970)･
At thearchaeologiCalsite of Amissos on Crete, Marinatos (1939) foundthe
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fl00rs of Minoanruins to be covered by a血idk layer of seabome pmice from
Thera, and he hypothesizedthat a destructve tsunamicaused bythe Thera
eruption invadedthe AegeanSea coast of Crete･ The Marinatos'theory has not
been involved inarchaeologiCaldebates, however, because of the lack of
su血dent sdentific evidence. The discovery of the Thera tephra in d甲P-Sea
sediment cores fromthe eastem MeditezTanean (Ninkovichand Heez群1′ 1965)
and in lacustrine sediments 〟 westem Turkey (Sulliva叫1988) has presented a
new opportmity for es也ma血gthe effect of the eruption on humanadivihes･
NtIJneriCalsimuhtion of tsunani occurrence
Heikenand McCoy (1984) reconstructed explosion,Collapse pr∝esses of the
Stronghyle dome complex on Thera･ They postulatedthat volcanic collapseand
subsequent emergence of a submarine caldera resulted inthe occurrence of
tsunamis･ Sudden collapse of the Stmnghyle volcano probably generated large
waves, which formedthe Minoantsunami. Inrush of seawater intothe caldera
and collision of water masses withthe caldera wall could have oscillated sea
level on a large scale, resulbng inthe generabon of a tsunami･ We carried out a
numeriCalsimula也on of tsunamigenerationand propaga也on, employing
TUNAMI N2that incorporatesthe shallow-watertheory consisting of nonlinear
long-wave equa丘ons･ Figure 2 isthe computa也onalresult, which indicatethat a
train of waves withaneleva也on of 5 to 8 m reachedthe AegeanSea shore
within1 to 2.5 handthe great surf set up bythearriValof waves attackedthe
coast of Crete and westem Turkey. The highest water level (～21 m) inthe model
is found tothe soud"i Ios,and it appearSthatthe Minoan harbor oEAmmissos
was attacked by waveswithan eleva也on exceeding 10 m･
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Figure 2 Results of numeriCalsimula也on, showing maximum(left) and
minimum (right) water levels･ First wave reached Aegean Sea coasts of
westem Turkey about 150minutes after volcanic collapse･ It is suggestedthat
onthe coast of Gumia (Crete) maximumrunup height was 6 to ll m and
inunda也on distance was 500 m at most.
Traces of tsunani invasion
To verifythe values of tsunamirunup, we used trenching to try to detect
traces of tsunami invasion onthe coast of Didim and Fethye, westem Turkey
where human acbvi也es have not been camied out sincethe Hellenic period･ On
the trench wall of Didim, it was clearthatthe fine sand layer composed of
carbonate grains underlies a 10-15-cm-thick yellowish white layer of felsic
tephra (see Figure 4)･ No erosional contact of the sand layerwiththe overlying
tephra impliesthatthe fallout ofairbome ash followed subsequentlythe
d甲OSition of marine materialS･ Silty mudrich in fossils of shallow一marine
benthic foraminiferaunderliesthe carbonate sand layer, and grades landward
into nonmarine organic mudthat is idealforthe preserva也on of fossil plant
roots and血eir impressions･ Wlthinthe sediment sequence of the Fethye section,
it was found血at血e sand layer consis血g of siliddas丘c grams is sha甲ly
covered by 5-10-cm-thick white felsic tephra･ The sand layer, overlyingthe
nonmarine sandy siltrich in plant debriS′ yields abundant shell fragments of
shallow marine gastropods of indeterminate genus･
Atthe也me of the excavation inthe archaeological site of Gouves, located about
15 km tothe east of Knossos, one of us (Papadopoulos) foundthatthe瓜oor of
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the late Minoan potterls workshop is covered by a血in veneer of carbonate sand
and an overlying 10-20-cm一也ick pmice layer･ The carbonate sand′ composed
ofunsorted grains of skeletal fragments, is marine in origin･ The excavated site
is situated 30 to 90 m inland fromthe Minoanharbor installaLtion and 2 to 3 m
highabove present sea level, and it is interpretedthatthe sand layer was
deposited during seawater且00dinginlate Minoan也me･
The geologiCalresults showthat waves penetrated intothe coastalzone of
Didim and formed fast-flowlng mrrentS aSSOdatedwiththe rapid lateral
trinSlabon of seawater and suspended sediments of offshore ongln･
Observa也on of storm surges onthe coast of the Aegean Sea suggeststhatthey
are generally agents of erosionand do not produce regionany extensive
d甲OSits on land areas･ Thusthe unusualpr∝ess of sediment transport together
withthe landward-tapering sedimenta也on of offshore materials is best
explained by interprebngthe carbonate sand layer to have been deposited by a
tsunami(MinouraLand Nakaya, 1991)･
Many authors have reportedthe refrac也veindex of glass shardsforthe
MinoanThera tephra,and most values arewithinthe range l･506-1･510 (e･g･,
Sullivan, 1988). The results of our refrac也ve-index measurements onglass
shards in tephra (Santorini, Didim and Fethye) and pumice (GouvES) conform
tothe published data (Table 1)･ Glass shardswith a simi1arrefracbve indexare
found only inthe Pleistocene Vl1 tephra h)m Aegean Sea deep-sea cores (Keller
etal., 1990). We condudethatthe felsic layersfound inthe coastalsequences
correspond tothe Thera tephra･ The maJ'or and minor element chemisby of the
volcmic products, determined by X-ray fluorescence spectrometry (Figure 3)′
suggeststhatthe origin of the Didim tephra,the Gouves pmice,and die
Minoan tephra of Santo血i is血e same･
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Figure 3 Comparison ofanalytiCaldata of volcmic samples on drcular
diagrams. The upper two diagrams representthe chemical trend of major and
minor elements of the Minoanefhsives in Santorini, showing血atthe Minoan
tephra hasthe very same origin asthe Minoan pumice･ The distribution
pattems of majorandminor element chemistry of volcanic samplesfrom other
geologiCalsites are comparedwiththat of the Minoantephra inthe lower two
drculardiagrams･ The Didim tephra andthe Gouves pmice have nearlythe
same pattem asthe Minoantephra･ The geo血emisby of血e Kolumbo pumice
originahg from a submarine erup也on of Kolumbo Volcano in 1650 AD is
largely different frDmthat of other volcardc samples･
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Table 1 Refradve index values of glass shards in felsic volcamiC products from
geological secbons of Aegean Sea coasts･
counby Sampling Material　　Refraebve index of volcaruc glass shards
Greece Santorini Minoantephra 1 ･504 I 1 ･509
Greece Gouves, Crete Felsicpmice l･503 - 1･510
Turkey Didim Felsic tephra 1 ･504 - 1 ･509
Turkey Fethye Felsic tephra 1 ･500 - 1 ･504
we carried out AMS radiocarbon dating on most commonand well-
preserved foraminiferaltestsfromthe Didim secbonand on marine gastropod
shellsfromthe Fethye secbon (Table 2)･ The results were calibrated to calendar
years. The calibrated date of dle Carbonate sand layer (1818 j= 112 B･C･) is
indistinguishable fmmthat oftheunderlying siltymud (1875 j= 116 B･C･)I The
calibrated date of the tsunamilayerinDidim, corresponding tothe也me
interval193011706 8･C･, is approximately 200 years olderthanthe date of
atmospheric addityincreasethat resulted fmmthe Thera erup也on･ This
discrepancy may be due tothemiXing offoraminifera living inthe sediment at
the也me of the eventwithOlder foraminiferaalso containedwithinthe
sediment.
Table 2 AMS radiocarbon dates of calcareous shells preserved in tsunamigenic
sediments of Didim, westem Turkey･
counby Sa-Fling Material　813諾B l芸言.Sp?,驚r G山brpa.tcTage
Turkey Didim　慧監foiauT慧a　-2･2　3837　88　1930-1706
Turkey Didim Ben聖,fp_!?空禦ra ･o･1　3886　　86　1991 - 1759
insiltymud
Discussion and concluding remarks
lt has been made dear血at血e Thera erup也on and也e following tsunami
occtmnce a托reCOrded inthe coastalsequences of westem Turkey孤d Crete･
The fallout of tephra carried bythe prevailing winds inthe troposphere was
preceded bythe invasion of tsunamiS,andthe duration betweenthe amiValof
tsunamiSandthe ash fall was probably very short･ A sequence of volcanic
phases startingwiththe Plinianactivityhas been discriminatedwithinthe
stratigraphic record of the Minoan erup也on of Santorimi, md it is estimatedthat
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the bme spanofthe sequence was on血e order of tens of hours (Bondand
Sparks, 1976)･ The eJ'ecta probably reached overthe Eastem Mediterranean
withina few of days･ A train of tsunami waves is numeriCally inferred to have
arrived atthe AegeanSea shore of westem Turkey about 2･5 h aLterthe caldera
collapse･ Figure 4 isthe schemabc model forthe explanation of the Minoan
tectono-volcanic event･ Theairbome tephra conformably overliesthe tsunami
layezT, and no erosionalstructtne was observed just belowthe tephra layer･ It
follow,therefore,thatthetime scale of the Minoan event inthe Aegean sea
reglOn is onthe order of 24 h･
Figure 4 Explanabon model of the Minoanevent･ The fallout of tephra camied
bythe prevailing windsinthe troposphere was preceded bythe invasion of
tsunamiS,andthe dura也on betweenthe amiValof tsunamis andthe ash fall was
probably very short･ A sequence of volcanic phases starhngwiththe Plinian
activityhas been discriminatedwithinthe stratigraphic record of the Minoan
erupbon of Santorini′弧dthe也me spanofthe sequence is eshmated on die
order of tens of hours.
Our numerical resultsandthe sediment distribu也on showthatthe seawater
nooding due tothe tsunamiinvasion was restricted tothe coastalzone of Crete
andal1along血e Aegean Sea coast･ Despite its large wave height atthe harbor
ofAmnissosandthe Gulf of Mirambelo (6-ll m) of Crete′ it is esbmatedthatthe
run-up distance of waves was only severalhundred meters fromthe coast･ The
destrucbon of boatsand harbor installation′ however, might have damagedthe
maritime tradeandthe fishing economy･ h this context,the Minoan dvilization
was influenced bythe tsunami hazards assodatedwithexplosion collapse
processes of a dome complex on Minoan Thera･
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おわりに
海底面に急激な変位が生じ,これが上位に伝達されて水塊が大きく変動す
ることにより,津波が発生する｡地震や海底地滑りがその主要な原因とされる
が,海底火山の噴火によっても津波が起きる｡海底地滑りによる津波の代表的
な例が,氷床の後退に伴うスカンジナビア半島の急速な隆起に原因して発生し
た,ストレッガ･スライドと呼ばれる事件である｡約7,000年前ノルウェーの
北海大陸棚斜面が大規模に崩落し,これによって発生した巨大津波は西ヨーロ
ッパの沿岸を襲った｡その痕跡は,現在津波堆積物として各地に残されている｡
最後の氷河期に北米大陸を被覆したローレンタイド氷床は,規模で現在の南極
氷床に匹敵し,氷の厚さは4kmに達したと推定されている｡スカンジナビア
氷床と同様,後氷期に入って,ローレンタイド氷床は地球温暖化により急速に
締退していった｡巨大氷床による荷重圧が解放されると,大陸地殻が不安定と
なる｡スカンジナビア半島では,地殻のアイソスタシーが作用して, 8,000年
前以降最大で250m隆起している｡氷河性堆積物を載せた大陸斜面は安息性を
失い易く,斜面崩壊により大規模な津波が発生した可能性がある｡北米大陸西
岸沖で発生した大津波は,日本列島の海岸にも波及したはずで,縄文時代早期
の人々にしばしば目撃されたことであろう｡それらの襲来は,痕跡として海岸
の堆積層中に残されているに違いない｡著者は,こうした巨大津波による海岸
平野の形成も多いに在りうると考えている｡ 1994年10月4日に発生した北海
道東方沖地震津波では,各地で大規模な砂の移動がみられた｡砂州の形成によ
り択捉島の海岸に巨大な内海が出現した様子を示す航空写真が,タス通信によ
り大々的に報じられた｡内海は,堆積物により埋め立てられ,やがて平野とな
るに違いない｡
爆発的な海底火山活動は時に巨大な陥没地形を出現させることがあり,こ
れに伴う津波を人類は歴史的に少なくとも2度被災している｡エーゲ海のティ
ラ(サントリーニ)島とスンダ海のクラカタウ島では,大規模な海底火山噴火
によって津波が発生したことが知られている｡サントリー二島については,こ
の本の最後で述べよう｡ 1983年のクラカタウ津波は周辺の沿岸域に襲来し,こ
れにより36,000名の人命が失われた｡原因は異なるが,限石の落下によっても
津波が発生すると考えられている｡恐竜類の絶滅に関わりが有るとされる6,500
万年前の天体衝突事件では,ユカタン半島沖に径180km以上に連する巨大な
限石孔(クレーター)が突然出現し,これによって発生した津波は当時のメキ
シコ湾岸域に押し寄せ波高数100mに達したと推定されている｡こうなると,
沿岸陸域の大部分が湖上海水で一時的に水没し,激流により地形は改変され,
多くの生物が絶滅することになる｡
津波が海岸に到達するとこれまでに知られていなかった極めて特異な事象
が現われることが,こうした多くの津波の解析によって明らかにされた｡海岸
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での地形形成や堆積作用は,概ね定常的に進行すると理解されてきた｡今日も,
破局的事象がもたらす地質学的意義を認めない学者が少なくない｡しかし,津
波堆積物の研究により,津波は大量の物質を瞬事に移動して,海岸の地形は改
変し地質現象として堆積の記録に残されることが明示されたのである｡非常識
は常識となり,知識は時に大胆に改められるのである｡
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